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Psycholinguistics and Fieldwork 

Naturalistic and Semi-Structured Recordings, ELAN and CHAT Introduction 

Summer 2017, Sonja Eisenbeiss 

Naturalistic Data 

How do you Get Useful and High Quality Naturalistic Data Sets? 

 If you want to capture participants' natural language use, your recording situations 

need to cover a wide range of activities that are representative for daily life and 

involve natural interactions. This is slightly different from documentation projects, 

where you might want to spend more time capturing ceremonies and other activities 

with particular cultural significance. Such activities often involve scripted or slightly 

archaic types of language – and are hence less interesting for psycholinguists. 

Finding the right recording situations will require observation and discussions with 

community members before the start of recordings. Note that – especially in 

agricultural societies - patterns of interactions can change during the year, 

depending on the work patterns. You need to take that into account. 

 If you are recording children, it is a good idea to record them with their parents, but 

also with other regular interaction partners, for instance grandparents, peers, and 

siblings. For a list of studies that look at child-directed speech and compare different 

types of children and interaction partners, see 

https://childdirectedspeech.wordpress.com/books-and-articles/   

NOTE: It used to be quite common that psycholinguists recorded children while they 

were interacting with either a researcher or with just the mother. There are several 

reasons for this: 

o It is easier to arrange meetings if you do not have to negotiate times with 

several recording partners. 

o Dyadic situations (e.g. child-researcher or child-mother) are easier to record 

and transcribe than situations with an entire family or a group of children 

(especially if several children with similar ages and voices might be involved). 

o Some parents try to "show off" their children, with constant prompts for 

imitation, songs, etc., which can result in highly unnatural recordings that 

actually contain very little productive speech from the children themselves. In 

these cases, researchers might feel that they actually get a clearer picture of 

children's linguistic ability if they - or their assistants – conduct the recordings. 

However, it might be worth it to discuss and improve the situation with the 

parents instead of opting for child-researcher-recordings. 

o Many early studies of child language were carried out by generative 

researchers who placed little emphasis on the role of children's input. Hence, 

https://childdirectedspeech.wordpress.com/books-and-articles/
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recording children with their natural interaction partners was not a high 

priority for these researchers. 

o Even when recordings were done in a family-only setting, the focus was 

mainly on mothers, partially because it was easier to find mothers at home 

during the working day and partially because fathers' role in language 

acquisition was underestimated for a long time.  

Taken together, it might be easier to record children with just the researcher or the 

mother than to arrange than recordings with a broad range of family members, 

peers, and others. However, without this extra effort, you will later not be able to 

analyse child-directed speech samples that are representative for the child's input. 

You need to develop a data collection plan that ensures sufficient data sets for 

combinations of participants that interact frequent in everyday life. This requires 

observation before the start of recordings. 

 Note that not every activity that encourages participants to interact with one another 

necessarily fosters verbal exchanges. For instance many household chores or 

construction games for children involve everyone focusing on their own physical 

task, with a few limited and repetitive exchanges or polite routines (e.g. "There!", 

"Another one", or "Thanks!"). Again, observation prior to recordings is crucial. 

 It is advisable to become acquainted with participants in the study some time before 

the first recordings and to carry out a few practice recordings. You could start with 

the kind of situations that are less private. 

 When participants move around during the recording, using a camcorder in a fixed 

and non-salient position reduces observer effects compared to following participants 

with a camcorder. If is often advisable to use features of the physical environment 

(e.g. walls, hedges, benches, etc.) to prevent participants from moving away or 

other non-participants joining the recording. This is more natural than using an open 

space and then constantly having to follow participants around or to remind 

participants to stay within camera range. Moreover, with a fixed camcorder setup, 

participants in longitudinal studies can do the recordings themselves more easily, 

which gives them more control over the situation and a reduction of observer 

effects.  
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Exercise 

Use the language games toolkit mats and shapes to create a model of a good setup for  

1. a recording of three adults in a shared task 

2. a recording of one adult and two children  

 

Evaluating Speakers' Knowledge based on Naturalistic Data 

Naturalistic speech samples do not provide a sufficient data base for the study of words, 

grammatical markers or constructions that are not used very frequently in everyday 

speech.  

 

Tab. 1: Eisenbeiss (2003): German Child Language Data Set 

Child Age Files (w. Elicit.) Utterances 

AND 2;1 1 1.4500 

ANN 2;4-2;9 6 1.977 

CAR 3;6 1 1.795 

HAN 2;0-2;8 8 1.399 

LEO 1;11-2;11 15 (all) 4.383 (4.383) 

MAT 2;3-3;6 18 1.978 

SVE 2;9-3;3 15 (10) 3.811 (2814) 

total 1;11-3;6 64 (20) 16.793 (7.197) 

(Clahsen 1982, Wagner 1985, Clahsen et al. 1990) 
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Tab. 2: Noun Phrase Types in Naturalistic German Child Language (Eisenbeiß 2003) 

NP Type Recordings 
Analysable 

Utterances 

Number of 

Respective NPs 

Correlation 

with MLU 

NPs with Contexts for D-

Element 
39 9.586 2.646 (28%) 

0,489 

p = 0,002 

NPs with Adjectives and 

Contexts for D-Element 
39 9.586 249 (2,6%) 

0,274 

p = 0,092 

Adnominal Possessive 

Construction Requiring –s 
44 10.969 19 (0,2%) 

-0,097 

p = 0,531 

Dative Objects with 

Contexts for D-Element 
38 9.418 11 (0,1%) 

0,264 

p = 0,109 

 

In the following figures from Eisenbeiß (2003), each symbol represents a single 

recording. Unfilled symbols are used for naturalistic samples. Filled symbols are 

employed for recordings that involve an elicitation game with the respective target, plus 

other games and spontaneous speech (See Eisenbeiß 1994 for a description of the 

games). Note that comparisons between naturalistic data and the game-part of the 

recording (instead of the entire recording) might be even more pronounced. However, 

they would not capture any carry-over effects of games on later spontaneous speech.  

The X-axis shows the mean length of utterances (MLU), with symbols for recordings 

that mostly involve one-word utterances on the left-hand side of the graph and with a 

higher proportion of longer utterances (mostly recordings at a later developmental 

stage) on the right-hand side. 

The Y-axis shows which percentage of all analysable utterances contains the targeted 

construction. Symbols that are higher up show frequent use of the respective 

construction. Symbols on the X-axis show recordings where the respective construction 

did not appear at all. 
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Fig. 1: Utterances with Obligatory Contexts for D-Elements (Articles, Quantifiers, 

Possessive Pronouns, see Eisenbeiss 2003) 
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This figure shows that noun phrases with contexts for D-Elements are quite frequent early 

on and become more frequent as utterances get longer (see the Tab.2 above for the 

respective correlation). This is true for both naturalistic speech samples and recordings 

that involve elicitation games for noun phrases. There is no substantial difference between 

naturalistic and elicitation recordings. Thus, noun phrases with contexts for determiners 

are quite frequent in naturalistic speech and become more frequent with age. 

Consequently, elicitation is not really required or useful for this phenomenon. The picture 

looks quite different when the target of some of the noun-phrase elicitation games – 

namely noun phrases with adjectives – is considered. 
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Fig. 2: Utterances with Adjectives and Obligatory Contexts for D-Elements (Articles, 

Quantifiers, Possessive Pronouns, see Eisenbeiss 2003) 

 

This figure shows that noun phrases with adjectives and contexts for D-elements are quite 

rare in naturalistic speech and do not become more frequent as utterances get longer 

(see the Tab.2 above for the respective correlation). There is a clear difference between 

naturalistic speech and recordings with elicitation, where the targeted noun phrases 

appear even at low MLUs. Note that for Svenja, you can clearly see the contrast for a 

child with both elicited and naturalistic data.  

 

Similar pictures can be found for s-possessive constructions and dative objects. Fig. 4 

shows that dative objects are difficult, but not impossible to elicit from young children. 
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Fig. 3: Utterances with adnominal possessive constructions with a context for possessive 

–s markers (see Eisenbeiss 2003) 

 
Fig. 4: Utterances with Dative Objects with a Context for a D-Element (Articles, 

Quantifiers, Possessive Pronouns, see Eisenbeiss 2003) 
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In studies of learners' speech, many psycholinguists have found that speakers sometimes 

omit function words like articles or auxiliaries, but occasionally use them (see Ambridge 

& Lieven 2011, Eisenbeiss 2015 for an overview). This has led them to ask whether 

learners simply use a few fixed routines like "thank you" or "gimme this one" or simple 

formulas like "That's a X" - or whether they already have target-like knowledge of 

grammatical constructions, function words or markers – and leave them out occasionally 

due to processing difficulties, lexical gaps, or other reasons (see Ambridge & Lieven 2011, 

Eisenbeiß 2015 for discussion). Answering this question on the basis of naturalistic data 

alone can be problematic in two ways: On the one hand, when one always records 

learners in the same, comparatively unchallenging everyday situations, one can easily 

underestimate their linguistic abilities. In such situations, it is perfectly appropriate to use 

the same words and simple constructions over and over again – even when learners are 

in principle able to produce far more complex constructions and varied vocabulary. On 

the other hand, many utterances in spontaneous speech samples have appeared in the 

respective learner's input – either in the same form or in slightly modified form. For 

instance, it is difficult to say whether utterances such as That’s my car and That’s my 

doggie are based on target-like grammatical representations – or on a structure like that’s-

my-X  that may contain frequently heard parts that have been memorised as a unit. 
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Some Practical Tips 

 In order to detect potential sources of noise, vibrations, reflections, etc., you should 

do a recording before you do your actual recording, ideally at the same time of day 

and the same day of the week. You should try this out with people that you record in 

the positions that your participants are likely to occupy so that you can spot potential 

sources of noise (e.g. creaking floorboards, etc.) or reflections.  

 Use batteries instead of main line electricity and avoid wrapping mic cables and 

electrical cables around one another. This can have negative effects on your sound 

quality.  

 For more recording tips, see: 

https://experimentalfieldlinguistics.wordpress.com/teaching/audiovideo-recording/  

https://experimentalfieldlinguistics.wordpress.com/links/recording-equipment-

websites/  

Semi-Structured Data 

If Fig. 1-4 have convinced you to use elicitation, you will need to develop a task that 

suits your needs. For instance, some tasks (e.g. story retelling) may be (primarily) 

monological (with a few interactions if an audience is present), while others are dyadic 

or involve small groups of participants. For stimulus examples, see 

https://experimentalfieldlinguistics.wordpress.com/experimental-materials/stimuli-for-

elicited-production/  

What Type of Data Do you Want to elicit? 

 Broad-spectrum tasks do not target particular words or constructions. Rather, 

they are employed to obtain rich and comparatively natural speech samples with 

a broad range of words and constructions. The monological Pear Story or Frog 

Story (Re-)Telling Task and the dyadic or group game with the Bag Task are 

examples of broad range tasks.  

 Meaning-focused elicitation tasks target a particular semantic domain where 

different constructions are used within the same language or across languages. 

For instance, the “Cut-and-Break” video stimulus involves individual short video 

clips. It can be used to elicit descriptions of “separation and material destruction” 

events (e.g. cutting, breaking, ripping apart; see Bohnemeyer, Bowerman & 

Brown 2001). And Eisenbeiss and McGregor (1999) have created a picture book 

in which actions that affect body parts are depicted and participants are asked to 

describe these actions using various constructions (E.g. The cat hits the dog on 

the nose, The dog sprays water on the girl’s legs,…).  

 Form-focused elicitation tasks target specific forms or constructions that are 

comparatively rare in everyday speech. For instance, games with (pictures of) 

https://experimentalfieldlinguistics.wordpress.com/teaching/audiovideo-recording/
https://experimentalfieldlinguistics.wordpress.com/links/recording-equipment-websites/
https://experimentalfieldlinguistics.wordpress.com/links/recording-equipment-websites/
https://experimentalfieldlinguistics.wordpress.com/experimental-materials/stimuli-for-elicited-production/
https://experimentalfieldlinguistics.wordpress.com/experimental-materials/stimuli-for-elicited-production/
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objects in different colours and sizes have been used to elicit noun phrases with 

adjectives, e.g. the small red balloon, the big red balloon, or the big blue balloon 

(Eisenbeiß et al. 1994).   

How do you encourage participants to talk?  

Different types of situations can be used to encourage participants to talk:  

 In speaker/listener-tasks, participants are asked to provide information for 

someone who cannot otherwise access this information. This can, for instance, 

involve retelling a video or story that someone has missed. Note, however, that 

this may involves some memorisation and is not very effective for children under 

the age of two or three as they often do not remember the event, picture or 

video or get distracted very easily. 

 In director-matcher or confederate description tasks, participants do not 

simply pass on information to passive listeners, but “direct” the “matchers” so 

that they can actively recreate a display of objects, find a particular object in a 

set of objects or otherwise follow the director’s instructions. For instance, in some 

of the “space games” of the Max-Planck-Institute for Psycholinguistics, Nijmegen, 

matchers had to follow route descriptions through toy landscapes (Senft 2007). 

Just like speaker/listener-tasks, these types of task are also typically not 

appropriate for very young learners who tend to simply point or find the task 

frustrating as they are often not able to direct the matcher very well. For older 

children, these tasks are appropriate and they are actually quite common in 

speech and language therapy (typically under the name "barrier game"). 

 For very young children, it is therefore typically better to use co-player tasks in 

which players have to exchange information and coordinate actions to achieve 

goals, either in everyday activities such as cooking or in games. The Bag Task 

and the puzzle task or varieties of the Memory or other competitive picture 

pairing games are examples of co-player tasks. Again, psycholinguists can learn 

from speech and language therapists and other professionals that focus on 

encouraging communication. For instance, Legotherapy 

(http://www.legotherapy.com/ , 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?time_continue=145&v=1SVqfOSSzjs , 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=tAMdCLhDVEA ) involves children taking 

over certain rules (e.g. builder or block store manager or designer) in a Lego 

building session.  

Whichever task you use, you need to discourage the use of pointing or object 

manipulation instead of language production. For this, it is often useful to find a way to 

occupy speakers' hands, e.g. by asking them to hold a magnetic fishing rod, see Fig. 5.  

http://www.legotherapy.com/
https://www.youtube.com/watch?time_continue=145&v=1SVqfOSSzjs
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=tAMdCLhDVEA
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Fig. 5: Al-Houti (2013): A Magnetic Fishing Rod version of the Puzzle Task  

 

NOTE: If you are working in the field, you can use clear plastic ID-holder cards to work 

with different materials (printed pictures, pressed flowers or leaves, etc.). You can also 

insert little magnets or pieces of metal into these pockets. This means that you can 

reduce your load and make travel easier. 

 

How do you Encourage Participant to Continue? 

You need to create an endpoint. You can use a board where it is obvious how many 

pictures need to be described. Alternatively, you can print two books with individual 

pictures, one for the speaker and one that has fallen apart for the listener. Then, the 

speaker can help the listener re-assemble the book by describing the pictures in the 

complete bok, a task that is unlikely to be abandoned before all pictures are described. 

For children, it can also be encouraging to know that they can take the finished book 

home. 

For more complex tasks, you can use the idea of a quest that requires you to perform 

various tasks before you reach the ultimate goal. Quests are a feature in many cultures 
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and you can make use of that. See e.g. Al-Houti's Final Destination Task (2013) for 

nominal and verbal agreement, where participants have to describe actions involving 

themselves (1st person), the researcher (2nd person) or others (3rd person). The actions 

involve single objects (singular), pairs of objects (dual) or larger sets of objects (plural).  

As Al-Houti's complex set-up was not easy to transport and set up, P. Saikia has created 

a field-adapted version for her study of children's acquisition of Assamese. Polaroids are 

used where no pictures of the child can be printed in the respective field-situation. 

Spontaneous speech can be collected during the picture-taking session. 
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Fig. 6: Al-Houti's (2013) Final Destination Task 
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Fig. 7: Saikia (ongoing): A Field-Adapted Version of the Final Destination Task 

 

 

For adult participants, you can often simply tell them beforehand how many items they 

will encounter or how long the task is. 
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How do you Get Participants to Use the Constructions you Want them to Use 

or to encode the Meanings you Want them to Encode? 

 You can observe speakers or search in naturalistic recordings to see when they 

are using the constructions. For instance, I got the idea for a precursor or the 

Final Destination Task by observing a day care teacher and some children. They 

were looking at the teacher's holiday pictures – and producing 2nd person singular 

verb forms, which are otherwise quite rare in children's speech. We then used 

pictures of ourselves for verb inflection elicitation in the LEXLERN project on 

children's first language acquisition (Clahsen et al. 1990). Introducing the idea of 

a quest in the Final Destination Task then helped in keeping participants 

engaged. 

 You can get inspiration from different types of research: 

 research about construction choice or research about prototypes (e.g. work 

by John Taylor or Eleanore Rosch), which can inform you about prototypical 

settings for the use of a particular construction. This would suggest that you 

use the following type of setting for the elicitation of English s-possessives: 

ownership relations involving a human possessor with a proper name and an 

inaminate object, like John's house (see Rosenbach 2008) 

 research about argument drop the encoding of noun phrase referents (see 

e.g. Karimi, Fukumura, Ferreira, Pickering 2014 for an overview). Such studies 

show that speakers are more likely to use non-pronominal NPs and modified 

NPs for entities that contrast with one another (e.g. the big blue car vs. the 

small red car vs. the small blue car vs. the big red car). See the Contrastive 

Case Task (Ruijgendijk 2015) and Fig. 8 and 9. 
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Fig. 8: Contrasts and Combinations  

This set of picture pairs is from the CEGS 

elicitation tool (Eisenbeiss 2011) that 

was developed for studies on (German) 

case marking. The primary target are 

utterances with the German verb helfen 

"to help". This verb has a non-canonical 

case marking pattern: It assigns 

nominative to its subjects and dative to 

its direct object (instead of the default 

accusative case for direct objects in 

German). 

The secondary target were prepositions 

with dative instrumental PPs ("with X"). 

Note that matching pictures have the 

same background colour.  

 

 

Fig. 9: Multiple Contrasts 

Even though one property (e.g. size OR 

color) would be enough to distinguish 

the pictures, participants tend to use two 

adjectives, especially if they are told at 

the onset of the game that pictures will 

involve differences in color, size, mood, 

etc.  
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Some Practical Tips for Stimulus Selection 

 When you use toys, you should consider noise emission, opting for soft toys, and 

a mat or table cloth to play on. 

 Props should be light weight and easily packable, washable, and easily 

replaceable. 

 Props should be multipurpose objects and adaptable (see e.g. the language 

games toolkit), allowing work with locally available materials (e.g. plants or other 

objects in plastic see-through ID-holder instead of laminated cards. 

 If culturally appropriate, laptops or tablets can make showing pictures or videos 

easier. 

The Child Language Data Exchange System,  

http://childes.psy.cmu.edu/ (MacWhinney 2000) 

https://experimentalfieldlinguistics.wordpress.com/links/software/childes-database-chat-

transcriptions-and-clan-tools/  

• transcript data from child and adult learners  

• part of the data from clinical populations 

• a broad range of languages, but a strong focus on English data 

• individual recordings for groups of learners 

• recordings over longer periods for some learners 

• partially with corresponding video/audio-files 

• partially with time-linked video/audio-files 

• recordings of spontaneous interactions 

• narratives from picture book descriptions (some using the same book for different 

languages) 

• encoding of linguistic information for some files 

 

Format of CHAT Transcripts 

• @BEGIN 

• @Participants 

• [other headers] 

• *JOE: [spoken material] 

• %mor: [morpho-syntactic coding] 

• *INT: [spoken material] 

• %mor: [morpho-syntactic coding] 

• @End 

http://childes.psy.cmu.edu/
https://experimentalfieldlinguistics.wordpress.com/links/software/childes-database-chat-transcriptions-and-clan-tools/
https://experimentalfieldlinguistics.wordpress.com/links/software/childes-database-chat-transcriptions-and-clan-tools/
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Tiers 

• three letters followed by a colon and a tab 

• obligatory: @ Participants, on the second line of the transcript; e.g.:  

@Participants:   JOE Joe child, INT Interviewer 

• optional; e.g.: 

– @Birth of Learner:  … 

– @Age of Learner:  … 

– @Date:  …   

Main Tier 

• what was actually said, one utterance per tier 

• introduced by "*", the three-letter code for the participant and a tab; e.g.:  

*JOE: the boy put the leash on the cat. 

• orthographical transcription in lower case Latin letters; except for proper nouns 

(e.g. John) and "I" 

• numbers spelled out (ten, not 10)  

• normalisation of phonetically deviant forms (phonetic information about forms can 

be presented on a %pho dependent tier) 

Dependent Tiers with further annotations  

 %mor [morphosyntactic coding] 

 %pho [phonological coding] 

 %syn [syntactic coding] 

 %err [errors] 

 %com [comments] 

 %spa [speech acts] 

 

Using markers like the marker set in Tab. 3 is useful for psycholinguists interested in 

disfluencies (e.g. claims in literature about (self)interruptions, pauses, etc.). Moreover, 

without annotation, you cannot directly search for omissions of function words (e.g. 

articles) or many other errors (e.g. word order errors). Finally, for your counts and 

searches, it is useful if you can easily exclude vs. include repetitions, unclear utterances 

etc. For this, they need to be marked. 

For studies in multilingual settings, there are also markers you can use to identify the 

language of an utterance or a word within an utterance with another language. 
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Tab. 2: Useful Main Tier Markers in CHAT 

unfilled pauses:  # 

filled pauses: eh@fp 

interruption: +/. 

self-interruption: +//. 

repetition w/o correction: [/] 

repetition with correction:  [//] 

unintelligible speech: xxx 

material coded on phonol. tier: yyy 

doubtful material:  [?] or [=? text] 

omitted parts of words: ( ) 

to refer to more than one word: < > 

to show an omission (e.g. has): 0has  

to show an error  [*] 

 

ELAN 

https://experimentalfieldlinguistics.wordpress.com/links/software/elan/  

ELAN (http://tla.mpi.nl/tools/tla-tools/elan/)  allows researchers to time-link 

transcriptions and annotations to audio/video-recordings.  

ELAN has several following properties that make it a useful tool for psycholinguists 

and fieldworkers: ELAN 

 is free, Java/XML-based and plat-form independent (Windows, Mac,  Unix) 

 has user interfaces for several languages. 

 can display both speech and video signals. 

 can combine up to four video signals with one audio file, allowing the user to 

compare signals from different cameras covering different angles of the room or 

different views of a gesture or sign. 

 allows users to define a large number and different types of annotation tiers/lines. 

 enables researchers to time-link transcriptions and other types of annotations to the 

media stream; and annotations can be linked to other annotations or even parts of 

other annotations. For instance, the transcription of an utterance can be linked to a 

section of the video and then speech-act codes can be linked to the transcription of 

the utterance and part-of-speech codes   to its individual words. 

 allows researchers to use different character sets (Unicode).for their annotations. 
  

https://experimentalfieldlinguistics.wordpress.com/links/software/elan/
http://tla.mpi.nl/tools/tla-tools/elan/
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 has a broad range of export/input options: 

o Exported tab-delimited text files can be used to create tables for text 

documents or spreadsheets for further quantitative and statistical analyses. 

o Annotations can be imported and exported between ELAN and Shoebox, 
PRAAT, CHAT,… 

o ELAN works together with PRAAT for phonetic analysis of the sound  files. 

 provides some built-in search options. 

 has a silence recognizer  that helps to identify parts of the media file with  silence, 

which can  be skipped in the transcription process. 

 has a metadata annotator. 
 

Psycholinguists and fieldworkers can use ELAN to 

 transcribe and annotate/code video/audio data from spontaneous speech samples 

and semi- structured elicitation tasks, 

 transcribe and annotate/code video/audio data from production experiments, with 

the option of measuring voice-onset times using the time-codes that link annotations 

to the video/audio- stream, 

 annotate sign language and gesture data, 

 analyse eye movements in eye-movement studies with camcorder set-ups (see 
previous handouts), 

 create and use comprehension exercises for the language-learning fieldworker or 

transcription exercises for their transcribers. 

 

Exercise for Next Week 

Download the ELAN example files and the tutorial handouts from the MPI webpage. Use 

them to play around a bit: Try to create a new annotation file, using the video and the 

audio file. Add a transcription tier for the speaker P. Wittenburg and the experimenter S. 

Kita, respectively. For each speaker, add a comment tier that is dependent on the 

transcription tier. Transcribe 5 utterances for each speaker, using CHAT conventions. 

Save the annotation (eaf) file and export it to CHAT format. On the comment tier, you 

can add additional information that would be useful for a transcript reader without 

access to the video. 


